
S T Y L E F E E D A R C H I V E S A B O U T C O N TAC T

We know what you’re thinking: what’s the challenge? For some, wearing pajamas as daywear is merely due to

a lack of time and energy. But that doesn’t have to be the only reason why you wear pajamas in public!
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When did you first realize that wearing pajamas as daywear was even a possibility? Is it right in this moment?

Was it in elementary school on pajama day? Or maybe you first realized you could wear pajamas as an outfit

after watching 13 going on 30. The main character rushes out of her apartment throwing a jacket over a slip

dress only to remove her eye-mask just before getting into a car. Although the reaction to this outfit in the

movie was “the slip dress is a little 97, unless it’s retro” you needn’t worry the trend is “out of fashion.” Trends

always comes back. This was established in 2016/2017 when slip dresses were popping up all over the

runway. Just look at them in the Calvin Klein, Saint Laurent, Narciso Rodriguez and Versace shows.

Being comfortable is never going to go out of style, so go ahead and wear a matching pajama set today!

Pajamas are forever and cozy clothing is always a great choice. We’re calling this a challenge but honestly

who doesn’t want to wear their pj’s all day long? You can look great and be super comfy without any extra

work. That certainly sounds like a dream come true. Remember dreams aren’t just for sleeping and pajamas

aren’t just for night wear.



Pros

Matching sets create easy outfits

You'll be so comfortable

This outfit can go day-to-night or night-to-

day

It's easy to accessorize

Cons

May cause you to decide to go back to bed

Can be deemed an unconventional choice

Geometric Print Shirt & Pants by Zara

Wear a matching pajama set! Go for bold

patterns that you don’t want to hide away

at home. It will give your outfit energy and

create a lively contrast from a relaxed

design. Then add some accessories to

dress your outfit up and help it look

planned. These details will make your

pajamas transition easier into daywear.

Right now our favorite bold print pajama

set is created with the  Zara’s Geometric

Print Shirt ($69.90) and Pants ($69.90).

Is it too hot outside to



Newer Older

wear pants? Get a

pajama set with shorts

instead of trousers. Pair

them with heels and

add a statement bag—

you’ll immediately have

a killer outfit. Our go-to

summer sets are

Topshop’s Pretty Frill

Pyjama Set ($65) and

Bunny Embroidered

Short Pajamas on sale

at Nordstrom Rack for

$24.97.

Bunny Embroidered Short Pajamas by Topshop

Pretty Frill Pyjama Set by

Topshop


